curi: wait guys hold on
rat didn't assume your position VSE
you aren't reading correctly
VerbalSiegeEngine: @TheRat I will
answer after you motivate an
argument for fallibilism. It seems
unfair that you can dodge my
questions and yet demand me to
defend a position you assume I
hold.
this kind of miscommunication is
important. you'll just talk past each
other
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TheRat: Do you have an infallible
source of knowledge that you think
you can use? @VerbalSiegeEngine

VerbalSiegeEngine: @TheRat This
is the second time you have
assumed my position. Have I
endorsed infallibalism? This seems
like a burden shift to me.

TheRat: I am asking a question

without dealing with it

Please answer it

VSE can you provide a quote of
which words you think rat said
which assumed your position?

Don't answer it with another
question

and explain how they do that?
let's get this issue resolved
if we can't resolve something as
small and easy as this one, we'll
never resolve something more
complicated like fallibilism
VerbalSiegeEngine: @TheRat I will
answer after you motivate an
argument for fallibilism. It seems
unfair that you can dodge my
questions and yet demand me to
defend a position you assume I
hold.

VerbalSiegeEngine: @curi Asking
me about infallibalism is not related
to an argument for fallibilism unless
he plans on presenting a
disjunction which exhausts the
territory.

curi: [I wrote:]

curi: you are not engaging with
what i said. what you said is a non
sequitur to what i said.
curi: VSE i don't think that's
responsive. do you?

VerbalSiegeEngine: @curi I don't
know what you mean by
"responsive".

was it meant to answer me?
or were you intentionally not
answering me and changing the
topic?

"was it meant to answer me?
VerbalSiegeEngine: @curi It's not
clear to me what your question is.
Maybe you can restate it?

or were you intentionally not
answering me and changing the
topic?"
did you find those questions
unclear?

VerbalSiegeEngine: @curi I am still
unclear where you came into the
conversation we were having and
what those questions pertaining to.

I made this tree to clarify.

